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ABSTRACT The aim of this study is to make a comparison of the animal visuals used for mother tongue education in the course books for the age group of 12 and 14 in Turkey and England. Both wild and domestic animal visuals have been used in both countries’ education of mother tongue. The most frequently used skill in visual reading is the reading skill. However, for each of the 3 age groups, English books preferred to show animals alone in their natural environment while Turkish books preferred to use more than one animal of the same species in their natural environment for the purpose of reinforcement. England is the country that uses the animal visuals best. Because the animal visuals prove to be meaningful and necessary where they are used, while this ratio is much lower in Turkey with no more than 50%. As a result, it can be concluded that England has acted with more care in use of animal visuals compared to Turkey.

INTRODUCTION

Globalisation, which has emerged with the spread and acceptance of social, cultural, economic values in international area, can also be explained by outreach of everything produced in a national area beyond national borders. As a result of globalisation, countries are required to develop, follow innovations and interact with each other constantly in order to survive.

Due to its importance for the existence and survival of nations, education of mother tongue has a special place in education systems of nearly all nations. Mother tongue education is a prerequisite for success of education in other fields. This is because the child perceives and interprets its surroundings with this language.

Effects of Animals on Children and Child Education

Relationship between children and animals go a long way back. Beginning from the pre-school phase children are interested in the animal pictures and other colored pictures they encounter with books. Furthermore, the pictures they draw are based on nature and animals, when they are required to draw pictures.

Animals contribute to the mental, emotional, social, physical and lingual development of children. Further, animals have a nature that does not exist in any educational material and that simultaneously appeal to each developmental field of the children.

In development of mental skills, children’s research on animals, analysis on their movements, categorization, establishment of relations, solutions to problems are benefited from. Wherein emotional and social development of children, observation of animals’ communication with each other; in physical development children’s imitation of animals are benefited from, it is known that in lingual development talking about animals are made use of. For these reasons, animal visuals are frequently benefited from in course books.

Children like to talk about animals and research where and how they live and what they need. This interest and love are one of the important reasons why the “animal” theme and visuals take their place in course books more often. Language and language rules can be learnt better with loving them. Experts who study on this subject put emphasis on the importance of animals for children.

Bekoff (2011) depicted the children’s level of love for animals, how appreciative they are of...
animals, and the importance they attribute to the safety, natural lives and freedom of animals by responses to the open-ended questions “I have a dream that...” or “I am thankful for...”.

Kowalsky (2012), from Manoa University of Hawai propose the use of the familiar title of “animals” for presentation of complex skills or research subjects.

Animals are frequently benefited from in language education. Gallagher (2008) states that animals should be made use of in subjects such as adjectives, adverbs, similes and metaphors, comparisons and descriptive expressions. In the study he has prepared for this subject, visuals of polar bears, penguins, horses and dogs were used.

In the study where animal portrayals were used for the development of speaking and listening skills, Harnew (2005) states that when lion, penguin, fish, camel, snake, turtle, butterfly, cat, bird and bee visuals are accompanied by questions such as “What do I look like?” “What do I sound like?” “What would I feel like?” “How do I move?” and “How would I make you feel?” with the warning “Describe me without saying my name” the students make better descriptions and learn the subject better and internalize them.

In his doctorate thesis, Maruyama (2010) children who show more attachment to the animals they feed show more humane attitude, show a higher level of cognitive development and this development especially makes itself apparent in speaking skills. Further, it was determined that with the contribution of advanced thinking skills, children solve the problems easily and more accurately. Consequently, it is emphasized that interest in animals develop interpersonal skills, and it is a key feature in becoming more successful in social life. Additionally, researches show that there in general exists a strong emotional and special bond between children and animals. According to the researches, children also believe that animals feel the same way as children do.

In many studies (Ascione 1992, 1993, 1997; Cameron 1983; Fitzgerald 1981) it was concluded that children who spend more time or interact more frequently with animals grow up to be people who can emphasize more.

Serpell (1999) stated in his study, that according to research results majority of families believe that pets of children show its benefits in various ways; that pets may be able to teach the children responsibility, courage, charitableness, to make friends, safety, maintenance, entertainment and love.

Alongside with the aforementioned, in the study he made regarding the animal pictures in college psychology course books, Field (1993), states that if in general, experiments regarding beneficial animals are carried out in psychology course books, beneficial and positive behaviors against animals may develop in children. In summary, it was concluded that the animal visuals affect the students’ behaviors depending on their area of use.

Considering the researchers conducted, it can be stated that there is a special and important bond between animals and children.

**Importance of Visuals in Course Books on Mother Tongue Education**

Course books are one of the most important tools in mother tongue education. Until today, many descriptions were made as to the nature of the course books. Course books are cultural tools that contribute to the social and cognitive arrangement of information (Lebrun 2007). A course book is a specially designed printed book for helping the development of language and communication skills of language learners (Sheldon 1987). In addition to these, course book as learning tools are also used as support for learning tools (O’Neill 1982; Ur 1996).

Course books being a key feature in teaching and learning, helping the teachers and students and providing healthy change and renewal of the curriculum are among the results obtained from many studies (Chambliss and Calfee 1998; Graves 2001; Lambert 1999; Maden 1999).

Course books are used by teachers for two purposes. The first of these is the use for national programme (or curriculum) guidance. The second one is use as educatory resource (Carvalho et al. 2009). Additionally, course books are also frequently used for reasons such as for being easily accessible, affordable, for structuring learning in accordance with an order, determining learning according to personal pace, for usability with other tools, for corroborating, repeatability of information, and for being a common information resource on a certain subject which everyone can understand. For these reasons, research and analysis on course books have an important place in mother tongue education.
Effect of sensory organs is acknowledged in learning. In terms of psychology, the prominent effect of the sense of sight among other sensory organs in development of lingual skills and comprehension enhances the importance of visuals in course books.

Visual materials are not only important parts of course books, but also are materials that fulfill the need for continuing essential educatory characteristic (Adamíková and Zelenicky 2012).

Nichol (1995) stressed on the two educatory dimensions of visuals that can be used in course books. The first of these regards that visuals may be able to enable students to develop their point of view and the way they express themselves, and their information and understandings. This supports the iconic presentation of Bruner who separates the mental development stages into three groups, namely inactive thinking, iconic thinking and symbolic thinking. This can also be explained by that even though the child may not have writing skills, s/he may use the visuals in showing and corroborating what s/he knows. The second one is the studies made on visual resources to develop the information and understanding of children on a specific subject. In order for the children to comprehend these as information sources, visuals are required to be prepared with care and in line with specific aims.

Visuals used in course books have an utmost importance for the student to understand the content. They serve for the stimulation and activation of feelings. It was also claimed that some visuals are remembered better than the relevant text (Korfiatis et al. 2004; Myers 1990; Pozzer and Roth 2003).

Riddle (2009) emphasized that the children of our day are generally creative in their own information and entertainment. He also added that with the bombardment of visual clues they easily explain images and information, and they talk within the content of a conceptual world, meaning their mind of thoughts.

“Pictures, photographs, caricatures, cartoons and illustrations used in course books enable the course books to be intriguing, the reading pleasure to be stimulated in children and thus direct them towards the books and show a positive attitude towards the books” (Iseri 2010). Researches also prove this point.

Good et al. (2010) from Rutgers University reached the conclusion that the reason for boys to be more successful than girls in science classes is based on the use of male scientist visuals in the majority of course books used in schools. In order to change this conclusion, he has proposed for the inclusion of more visuals of females that engage in scientific activities in course books.

As can be comprehended from these examples, visuals used in course books are important materials that orientate the children from their academic successes to their social lives.

It is very hard to change the lessons that are learnt in early stages. If the course book is used as the only source in the class by the teacher, and if this book is required to be memorized by students, the negative effects of course books shall be revealed. Books may have a much stronger affect than imagination for children and this affect may last a life time. For this reason, selection and use in education of course books pose great importance.

The aim for this study is to provide comparative depictions regarding the animal visuals used in mother tongue education as used in mother tongue education course books covering the age groups 12-14 in Turkey and England.

**Methodology**

Research is conducted in accordance with the scanning model as one of the research approaches aiming to depict an existing or a formerly existing situation as it is. Animal visuals in course books of both countries were tried to be described as they are and thus compared. Academic infrastructure was realized through scanning of literature.

The study of universe consists of animal visuals in mother tongue education course books. Study samples are constituted by animal visuals in mother tongue course books covering the 12-14 age groups in both countries. 12-14 age groups in Turkey covers the second level 6th, 7th and 8th grades and in England key stage 3, meaning 7th, 8th and 9th grades.

Publication scanning in line with the aim was carried out primarily in our study. Following this, the books which our study will be conducted on was selected. In selection of books, books that are recommended to be used for each age level in a country-wide perspective and that are the most preferred were considered. Two books each were selected for each age group for both coun-
tries. Since workbooks are also used along with course books in Turkey, the number of books for each age group has gone up to four books from two. As a result, animal visuals in a total of 18 mother tongue education course books were examined for 12-14 age groups.

For collection of data for the study, Best’s (1959) document methodology as “systematic examination of existing records or documents as data sources” were used that include the processes of finding, reading, taking notes and evaluating resources fit for a certain purpose (Rummel 1968).

The study started with finding, examining and rearranging resources in order to reach a synthesis of the relevant resources. Published resources were reached on animals, visuals and mother tongue education course books. Notes needed were taken from the resources reached.

For the resolution of data in the study, content analysis (Finson et al. 1995), as one type of document method aiming to quantifying the characteristics of a specific text, book or document (Karasar 2010) was used.

Quantified criteria were formerly developed. Due to this enabling the revelation of which animal visuals are used with whom and where, it is in line with the opinion that content resolution “is required to be examined in light of documents, certain expectations (points of view)” (Sellitz et al. 1976; Sothayapetch et al. 2013).

In resolution of data, descriptive analysis and frequency analysis were also used along with content analysis. As required by descriptive analysis, animal visuals in mother tongue course books for the age groups 12-14 in both countries were depicted. As required by content analysis, 7 main categories below were developed. These categories are arranged in order to prevent any visual to be excluded:

1. Which animal visuals are used the most in mother tongue education course books?
2. Are the animal visuals in mother tongue course books photographs or drawings?
3. For which lingual skill the animal visuals in mother tongue course books are used the most?
4. With whom the animal visuals in mother tongue course books are pictured with?
5. Where are the animal visuals in mother tongue course books located?
6. Are the animal visuals in mother tongue course books wild or domestic animals?
7. Are the animal visuals used in mother tongue course books necessary where they are?

Document set was examined in accordance with the tables prepared with the categories created and analyzed with categorical analysis, which is a content analysis technique. Visuals were counted in accordance with their place in the sub-dimensions of 7 main categories and thus the frequency distribution was determined. The frequency of answers to the questions, namely with which frequency, by which visual, with which lingual skill, with whom, where, whether domestic or wild, and whether in relation to their local area, was calculated for each animal visual in each book. Percentage analysis was conducted with this quantification, and the position of animal visuals was understood in terms of countries, books and age groups. Figures obtained by these frequencies were also shown by graphs after tables. The emerged picture as explained, made sense of, compares and interpreted.

RESULTS

Findings Relating to Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books Used in England

Findings Relating to Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books for the Age Groups 11-12 (Key Stage 3: 7th Grade) in England

Regarding the animal visuals in mother tongue education course books for 7th grades in England, the following findings were obtained: 17% of the animal visuals consist of dogs, 11% wolves and 11% snakes were encountered. Pig, fish, horse, squirrel, flea, bird, tiger, chicken, camel and spider are among the other animals used. It is considered that the reason for more inclusion of dogs may be based on the children between the ages 11-12 generally choosing dogs as their pets. Additionally, contrary to pets, use of wild animals such as wolves and snakes may increase the curiosity of children.
Drawings and pictures were preferred with 56%. Quality of drawings and pictures were considered.

Reading was used by 61% in lingual skills. Skills following reading are writing skills by 33% and grammar by 6%. Visuals are used in reading lingual skill for most the part. Reading texts were kept substantially short for ages 11-12, and visuals were intensely used. In addition, due to the requirement of a written answer to the question for interpretation of visuals, writing skills were focused on.

Animals were pictured in solitude by 41%, with other man/men by 23%, with its own kind and other animals by equal ratio of 14% and with women/women and a crowd by equal ratio of 4%. Animals were presented own their own in course books for ages 11-12, or visuals were used depending on the name of animal within the text.

Animals are in their natural environment and forest in general by 44%, in an undefined location by 39% and under the use of humans by 17%. According to the percentages obtained, portrayal of animals in their natural environment the most shall help children to get to know the animals included in a better way.

Wild animals were included by 72%. Frequent use of wild animals shall be beneficial to students in terms of getting to know animals they do not know and enabling them to understand the qualities of these animals and stimulate curiosity.

Animal visuals in their set locations are required by 56%. 40% of this proportion gives place to the presentation of the animal. Inclusion of the name of animals in text where the animal visuals are used is required in terms of making connection with the subject. In half of this proportion, presentation of the animal is a factor enhancing importance.

Findings Relating to Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books for the Age Groups 12-13 (Key Stage 3: 8th Grade) in England

Regarding the animal visuals in mother tongue education course books for 8th grades in England, the following findings were obtained:

Where 12% of the animal visuals consist of fish, 10% birds, and horses, dogs, jellyfish, mice, sheep, chicken are included by equal ratio of 5%. Apart from these various animal visuals were used such as firefly, koala, penguin, elephant, lion, calf, cow, duck, pig, turkey, seal, clam, seahorse, lizard, orangutan, frog, termite and puma. Here, it is seen once again that a domestic animal was frequently used. Additionally, it is observed that in connection with the age, variety of animals used has increased.

Photographs were preferred by 61%. Preferring photographs as visuals for the age group of 12-13 is a positive fact. Considering that desire to see real photographs rather than drawings with increasing age, it is observed that the ratio was increased compared to the last year.

Reading skills are included with 83%. Writing is included by 12% and grammar by 5%. Once again, it is observed that visuals are focused on reading skills. The skill following this one is once again the writing skill as the previous year.

Animals were pictured in solitude by 51%, with other man/men by 14%, with its own kind by 19%, with man/men by 23%, with other animals 11%, with child/children by 4% and with a crowd by 2%. No animal visuals with woman/women were encountered in both publication groups in England. Animal visuals in solitude were used in age groups of 12-13 as well. Considering the size of the ratio, the grounds for this kind of usage is to particularly focus attention on that animal.

Where 49% of the animals are pictured in their natural environment, 36% were pictured in an undefined location and 15% were pictured under use of humans. No animals are pictured in a house or its surroundings. Portrayal of animals in their natural environments is a required result.

Domestic animals are used by 51%. Wild animals are seen nearly in a fifty-fifty ratio. No focus was put particularly on these types.

Animal visual in their set locations are required by 56%, and in 85% of this proportion presentation of the relevant animal is provided. Even though the proportion is equal with the previous year in terms of requirement, in majority of animal visuals the relevant animal was presented. Especially, the book entitled “English Now 2” is the book the uses animal visuals the most frequently and affectively.

Findings Relating to Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books for the Age Groups 13-14 (Key Stage 3: 9th Grade) in England

Regarding the animal visuals in mother tongue education course books for 9th grades in England, the following findings were obtained:

Fish are used the most by 20%. With equal ratio of 12% cats and dogs, with equal ratio of
8% dinosaurs, bird, cheetah and orangutan are encountered. Apart from these animal visuals such as camel, tiger, seal, plankton, penguin, sea elephant are included. Same with the previous year, domestic animals were selected and the ratio was increased.

Photographs are preferred by 80%. Number of photographs were increased in accordance with level of 13-14 age groups and grown a little more distant from drawings.

Reading was used in lingual skills by 72%. 17% for grammar, 7% for writing, 4% for speaking skills is encountered. Lingual skills are included once again within reading skills. However it is remarkable that the following learning filed is grammar.

Animals were pictured in solitude by 46%, with their own kind by 30%, with woman/women and man/man by equal ratio of 12%. Animal visuals were not pictured with neither other animals nor with child/children and a crowd. Situation in England was not different for this age group as well and animal visuals were generally pictured in solitude.

Animals were pictured in their natural environment by 52%. Where it is not clear where the animal is by 24%, they are pictured in or in the surroundings of a house by 16% and under use of humans by 8%. Animal visuals in their natural environment are in majority, as they should be.

Wild animals are used by 72%. Once again, frequent use of wild animals may invoke the opinion that this keeps the interest alive for the book and stimulate curiosity.

Animal visuals in their set locations are required by 64%, and in 50% of this proportion presentation of the relevant animal are provided. Animal are used in more required locations for this age level and presentation of half of them was provided.

Findings Relating to Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books Used in England

Findings Relating to Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books for the Age Groups 11-12 (Primary Education Second Stage: 6th Grade) in Turkey

Regarding the animal visuals in mother tongue education course books for 6th grades in Turkey, the following findings were obtained:

By 15% mostly birds are used. Where in some visuals type of the bird is specified such as canaries, sparrows, eagles, pigeons, sea gulls, owls. Following the birds, respectfully, cats with 10%, mice with 8%, horses with 7%, dogs with 7%, donkeys with 7%, turtles with 5% are used. Apart from the above, along with having low percentages, animal visuals are used such as chicks, bees, gazelles, rabbits, sheep, lions, butterflies, partridges, deer, swans, roosters, bugs, goats, penguins, elephants, maggots, seals, sea lions, monkeys, roosters, ostriches, kangaroos, cheetahs, ducks, giraffes, zebras, oxen, camels, wolves and bears. It is seen that the known animals are preferred more and additionally variety of animals were maintained.

Drawings and pictures were preferred by 84%. Although drawings are suitable for the age level, it is remarkable in terms of excessive proportions.

Reading used in lingual skills by 80%. 19% for writing, 1% for grammar is encountered. Lingual skills are included once again within reading skills, since it is more appropriate to be included in this field.

Animals were pictured with their own kind by 26%, with other animals by 23%, with man/man by 18%, with child/children by 16%, in solitude by 8%, with woman/women by 7% and with a crowd by 2%. Portrayal of animals generally taking place with their own kind is beneficial in terms of seeing the same kind of animal once again and strengthening their concept.

Animals are pictured in their natural environment by 46%. Where 23% of the time they are located in or in surroundings of houses, 19% of the time their whereabouts are not clear. They are pictured as under the use of humans by 12%.

Domestic animals were used by 54%. This proportion being nearly half and half is a positive position.

60% of the time animal visuals in their set locations are not required, and by 40% they are required, and 14% of this proportion presentation of the relevant animal is provided. It is significant that the animal in its pictured location is not meaningful. From this point it can be said that the animal visuals are there for imagery only.

Findings Relating to Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books for the Age Groups 12-13 (Primary Education Second Stage: 7th Grade) in Turkey

Regarding the animal visuals in mother tongue education course books for 7th grades in Turkey, the following findings were obtained:
By 36% mostly birds are used. Following the birds, respectfully, dogs are used with 12%, horses with 9% and donkeys with 7%. Apart from the above, along with having low percentages, animal visuals are used such as chicks, roosters, cats, gazelles, sheep, chicken, mice, lions, cows, camels, foxes, dragons, ostriches, fish and rhinos. Although some animal variety is present, it is a negative picture to see focus on known animals in general.

Drawings are used by 95%. This is a very high proportion. The age group of 12-13 is an age group that starts to find photographs intriguing, rather than drawings. Drawings and pictures should be included, of course; however proportion is required to be lower.

Where animal visuals are used by 75% in reading skills, they are encountered by 14% in writing skills, 8% in listening skills and 3% in grammar. Since text is completed with visuals, it is expected for the reading skill to be high.

Animals are pictured with their own kind by 30%, with man/men by 23%, with other animals by 15%, in solitude by 13%, with child/children by 10%, with a crowd by 5% and with woman/women by 4%. In 7th grade, animal visuals take place with another animal of their own kind.

Animals are pictured in their natural environment by 51%. They are pictured in or in surrounding of houses by 20%, under use of humans by 15% and in an undefined location by 14%. Same method was used as the previous year.

Wild animals are used by 51%. This proportion being nearly half and half is a positive position.

60% of the time animal visuals in their set locations are not required. 40% percent of the time their set locations are required and in 22% of this proportion the relevant animal was asked. Here, once again, animal visuals are far from compliance with the content of the text.

Findings Relating to Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books for the Age Groups 13-14 (Primary Education Second Stage: 8th Grade) in Turkey

Regarding the animal visuals in mother tongue education course books for 8th grades in Turkey, the following findings were obtained:

By 25% mostly birds are used. Horses are used with 15%, dogs are used with 13%, fish, camels and wolves are used with an equal ratio of 7%, and donkeys, sheep, carettacarettas and bees are used an equal ratio of 5%. Apart from the above, along with having low percentages, animal visuals are used such as polar bears, cars, oxen, goats, oysters, starfish and deer. Along with having domestic animals used frequently, it is seen that the selection of other animals are known animals in general.

Photographs are used by 56%. Even though the percentage of photographs is higher, it is a low proportion for the age group of 13-14.

Where animal visuals are used by 94% in reading skills, they are encountered by 6% in writing skills. Although they are places in reading skills as complementary to text, percentage proportion is extremely high.

Animals are pictured with their own kind by 40%, with man/men by 27%, in solitude by 19%, with other animals by 5%, with woman/women by 3% and with a crowd by 3%. For all three classes same finding was reached where the animal visuals are used with their own kind.

They are pictured in their natural environment by 44%, under use of humans by 32%, in or in surrounding of houses by 19%, and in an undefined location by 5%. It is remarkable that the animal visuals are more frequently used in their natural environment however by 32% they are used as under use of humans.

Wild animals are used by 52%. This proportion being nearly half and half is a positive position.

69% of the time animal visuals in their set locations are not required. 31% percent of the time their set locations are required and in 39% of this proportion the relevant animal was asked. Unnecessary placement of animal visuals in great proportions hints that they are only used for visual quality and imagery.

Comparison of Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books for Ages 11-12 Used in Turkey and England

As seen in the graph (Fig. 1), domestic animals are preferred in both countries as the most frequently encountered animals. However for books in general, wild animals are more frequently seen in England. When grades and age level are considered, it is seen that drawings and picture visuals are preferred more often and this proportion is highest for books in Turkey. In reading and interpreting the graphs, field of reading skills is the most preferred. Where animals are pictured in solitude most of time in England, in Turkey they are pictured with their own kind. Although animals are more often used in their
natural environments for both countries, the proportion being under 50% is significant. Visuals have more meaning in terms of their location in England. With a low proportion in Turkey, this situation pictures a negative position.

**Comparison of Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books for Ages 11-12 Used in Turkey and England**

Once again domestic animals are the most frequent animals used in both countries (Fig. 2). For books in general, domestic and wild animals are encountered half and half and no significant difference between proportions are encountered. As the age groups increase, where it is more appropriate to use photographs for children, drastically low proportions are a negative position for Turkey. Reading skill field is once again an expected field for visuals. Where animals are generally pictured in solitude in Turkey, they are strengthened by picturing them with their own kind in Turkey. They are pictured in their natural environment half and half. Visuals in England are more relevant and required for the location they are pictured in.

**Comparison of Animal Visuals in Mother Tongue Education Course Books for Ages 13-14 Used in Turkey and England**

Once again domestic animals are the most frequent animals used in both countries for the last year. Proportions of photographic visuals
are increased depending on the age group. This is a positive position for both countries. In the last year, reading skill field is not changed and the animal visuals are most frequently used in this skill field (Fig. 3). For each three years animals were pictured in solitude in England and with their own kinds in Turkey. Additionally, portrayal in natural environment, which is thought to be much more beneficial in terms of better presentation of animals, have a sufficient percentage for each three years. This is concluded as a positive position where proportion of the use of wild animals increase in both countries, the increase in England is more significant. Use of animal visuals in meaningful and required locations are above 50% in England for every three years, however Turkey could not exceed this proportion in any of the years included. This approach strengthens the idea that they are only used for imagery.

**DISCUSSION**

In studies conducted until today, generally gender differences and their effects on children were examined in the visuals in mother tongue course books. Studies regarding animals are more often about pre-school, science or social studies education (Erdogan et al. 2011; Sothayapetch et al. 2013).

Good et al.’ (2010) study is considerable for having a clearer understanding of the effect of use of visuals in course books. While conducting his study Good et al. (2010) prepares a brief chemistry exam for 81 ninth and tenth grade students. Students, after reading three pages of chemistry text, enter the test. Although all the provided text is the same, visuals are provided in different pictures. One-third of the test takers see that all scientists are portrayed as males. The other group only sees pictures of female scientists, and the third group sees pictures of both male and female chemists. Researchers obtain the results that show that the group consisting of female scientists not only has higher scores than female students, but are higher than male students as well. Another interesting point is that the results between male and female students return to their formal levels when only male scientist pictures are used. Researchers have not found any leads for the texts where male and female pictures are used in equal amounts. As can be seen from this point as well, visuals in course books have great influence on students.

Children like to discover as required by their ages and nature. Different animal visuals used in mother tongue course books having different colors, qualities and shapes may be beneficial for children in terms of development of mental skills such as researching, establishing relationships, analyzing, and categorizing. In the study conducted by Greif and others (2006), children were shown animal visuals of which they do not know and the results obtained as to their curiosity towards names of animals, in which category they belong, their actions, food choices and their ecological positions. This result supports our
study. More the animal variety better and more fun the mother tongue education will be. Along with this, animals’ whereabouts and with whom shall stimulate interest and willingness to learn.

Children identifying themselves and developing their communication with friends with the visuals where animals are happy or sad or in communication with each other is important in terms of both emotional and social development and speaking skills. Additionally, talking about animal visuals having an entertainment value is once again important for the acceleration of language development. Children imitating animals after their encounter with their visuals can be used as a good exercise study for drama and impersonation. This is double functioned benefit in terms of language development and large and small muscle development. Mitchell (2002) stated in his book that children activities are full of imitation and imagination and those animals also show similar activities. In addition, the idea was supported regarding imitation affecting children’s social and cultural development. Imitation and imagination are beneficial activities in development of lingual skills. When lingual skills are considered, proportions obtained in reading skills from the study supports these developments.

Praphamontripong (2010) mentions in his doctorate thesis that many picture and shape visuals have positive benefits for learners especially in field of reading, and illustrations have contributions to remembering the text and understanding skills. Levie and Lentz (1982) reached the conclusion in their comparative study, that when texts are provided with illustrations, graphs or pictures to 40 people, they became more catchy compared to texts without visuals. Similarly, Nicholas (2007) also touched on the importance of illustrations on recalling and comprehending the story. It is possible to perceive the importance of visuals for reading lingual skill.

In his study, Mierek (2010) talked especially about animals and children being pictured together for causes of nostalgia and innocence, with animals providing simplicity and impartiality, they have become the center of child literature. In his research, he has examined 46 same leveled child books with domestic animal characters, with criteria in theoretical content developed on animal qualities. In child literature, two main titles were determined in portrayal and depiction of animals. The first of these is the animals in human clothing, and the second one is real animals. Animals symbolizing humans are important for providing a world-view to young readers, and real animal characters provide more points of view from a human life. Texts taking place next to these important visuals must also be meaningful. It is clear that visuals relating to the text are much more effective than the irrelevant ones.

**CONCLUSION**

For stimulating intimacy in children domestic animal visuals and for stimulating curiosity, wild animal visuals were used in both countries’ mother tongue education.
The most frequently used lingual skill in visual reading is the reading skill field. This result is encountered in books of both countries. Animal visuals in both countries are pictured with various animals or persons, in different locations. However for each three years animals were pictured in solitude in England and with their own kinds in Turkey for strengthening the concepts.

The most important quality of the use of visuals in course books is that these are powerful tools to add more sense into the text provided and provide this information to be catchier. England is the country which reflects this position the best. Because where animal visuals are meaningful and required in their set locations, this proportion is much lower in Turkey where it doesn’t exceed the ratio of 50%.

Generally, both countries have shown the necessary care for the animal visuals in mother tongue education course books. However it can be concluded that England has acted with more care in use of animal visuals compared to Turkey.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Considering the study that reveals the positive effects of the visuals presented in textbooks on students, the selection of the visuals should be implemented with consideration. It should not be disclaimed that animals, different from any other educational materials, have a positive effect facilitating every developmental stage of a child; and therefore animal visuals/images should be widely used in textbooks considering psychological, emotional, social, physical, and verbal development of a child. In addition, variety, quality, and definitions of these materials should be given much importance.

For further studies, it is suggested that research should focus on animals visuals presented in textbooks for other fields, and the effect of animal visuals on learning.
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APPENDIX

England

Turkey
1. Resource Group: MoNE Primary Education Turkish 6 Course Book, MoNE Primary Education Turkish 6 Study Book, MoNE Primary Education Turkish 7 Course Book, MoNE Primary Education Turkish 7 Study Book, MoNE Primary Education Turkish 8 Course Book, MoNE Primary Education Turkish 8 Study Book.
2. Resource Group: Doku Publications Primary Education Turkish 6 Course Book, Doku Publications Primary Education Turkish 6 Study Book, Koza Publications Primary Education Turkish 7 Course Book, Koza Publications Primary Education Turkish 7 Study Book, Enderun Publications Primary Education Turkish 8 Course Book, Enderun Publications Primary Education Turkish 8 Study.